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Cinematic Worlds in Color. Technology, Aesthetics, Analysis
Barbara Flueckiger
University of Zurich

Introduction
Colors add an immediate and emotionally charged dimension to films. Its
significance has often been underestimated in the past. Starting in the mid-1990s an
increasing number of scholarly publications have appeared, including Jacques
Aumont’s seminal book in France (Aumont 1995), Dall’Asta et al. in Italy (1995) and
Hertogs / de Klerk in the Netherlands (Hertogs et al. 1996) on color in silent film,
followed in English by Dalle Vacche/Price (2006), Wendy Everett (2007), Scott
Higgins (2007), Raphaëlle Costa de Beauregard (2009), Richard Misek (2010), Paul
Coates (2011), and several important publications by Sarah Street (Street 2009, Brown
et al. 2012, Brown et al. 2013) and Joshua Yumibe (2012 and Street / Yumibe 2019), in
German Susanne Marschall (2005) and Christine N. Brinckmann (2014, in English
2015), and in journals including issues of Film History (2000 and 2009) and of 1895
(2014).
However, these investigations rarely considered an interdisciplinary approach that
combines deep investigations of film color technology and material analysis with
systematic investigations into color film aesthetics and narrative patterns including
the cultural context on a large scale.
In this paper such an interdisciplinary approach will be presented based on several
research projects that have been established and executed in the last few years by the
author and her research teams.
The most important foundation of this research is the Timeline of Historical Film Colors
http://zauberklang.ch/filmcolors/, a comprehensive interactive web resource on
the history, technology, aesthetics, restoration and scientific analysis of film colors.
The Timeline contains hundreds of primary and secondary papers, selected analyses,
patents, reports of film restorations, colorimetric measurements and – most
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importantly – over 20.000 photographs of historical film prints and negatives,
captured in film archives, in Europe, the United States and Japan.

Technology
The technobole approach, based on an essay by Frank Beau (2001) and elaborated by
the present author in various research projects, combines a humanities approach to
film aesthetics with a deep investigation into the technical foundations. It takes
epistemological factors and cultural contexts for the formation of technologies into
account and considers the fact that technology emerges in a network of scientific
insights and broader trends in a given period and society. Currently the cultural
perspective is being extended further by Noemi Daugaard and Josephine Diecke
(Daugaard / Diecke 2019) with reference to the social construction of technology
(SCOT) (Bijker et al. 1987) that proposes a network of interactions between societal
needs and technical innovation. In addition, their research takes discourse analysis
and hegemonic structures in the distribution of power into account.
Since the invention of cinema there has been a quest for technical solutions to
introduce color into film. During the first three decades of cinema, applied colors
such as tinting, toning, hand and stencil coloring were the norm. In these technical
approaches color was added to each black and white print individually. While these
colors survived on the historical nitrate film prints in archives, later prints of these
films were produced on safety film stock in black and white when nitrate films were
prohibited due to their combustibility. As a result, later generations of viewers lost
the memory of films’ colored past and perceived these early films in black and white.
From the perspective of a theory of representation, applied colors produce
autonomous colors with no direct link to the worlds they depict. As in paintings, the
colors follow the artistic liberty of choices taken by the colorists, by directors or
production companies, choices that are usually not documented nor attributed to
individuals in the sense of artistic intentions. Tinting and toning color temporal
segments in monochrome or—in the case of their combination—into bi-chrome color
schemes through immersion into chemical baths. For tinting, these baths contained
organic dyes that colored the emulsion of the film uniformly. Such tinting can be
identified by the colored brighter parts of the film image and most importantly by
the coloring of the perforation area. Toning by contrast is the complementary
13

processs by which
h the silverr in the em
mulsion is replaced
r
by
y colored p
pigments or
o dyes,
thereby
y keeping the white parts unco
olored whiile the dark
ker parts ccontain inccreasing
amoun
nts of colorrs.

Figure 1 Tiinting in < MA
ALOMBRA, 1917
7> (Carmine Gaallone) (left)
toning in <VOYAGE
O
AUTOUR
R D'UNE ÉTOILE A VOYAGE AROUND
R
A STAR, 1906> ( Gaston
n Velle) (right))
Creditt: Cineteca di Bologna.

In hand and sten
ncil colorin
ng the dyees are applied to ind
dividual arreas in thee image
osition, eith
her by tiny
y brushes or velvet bands. Stencils werre cut out from a
compo
positiv
ve, often with
w
the heelp of a paantograph to improv
ve details in the sm
mall film
framess. Color ap
pplication results
r
in ssharper bo
orders of the colored
d parts. Th
here are
pronou
unced diffferences between
b
aand withiin each of
o these eearly film
m color
technologies, botth with reg
gard to th
heir aesthettic appeara
ance and ttheir functtions in
the creation of cin
nematic worlds.
While early appllied colorss have receeived increeasing atte
ention (Yum
mibe 2012
2, Rakin
2018, F
Fossati et al.
a 2018), it is less weell known that
t
so-callled mimeti
tic color prrocesses
evolved in paralllel from th
he early daays of film production on. In coontrast to applied
a
colors, mimetic colors
c
aim
m at reprod
ducing thee colors off the worlld in frontt of the
cameraa by a mecchanical orr chemical process, or
o by a com
mbination of both, to
o create
an equ
uivalence between
b
th
he appearaance of collor in the world and
d its depicction on
film.
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Figure 2 Handcoloringg in BEGINNING
G OF THE SERPEN
NTINE (left), ste
encil color in LA FÉE AUX FLEU
URS (FRA 1905
5, Gaston
Velle) (right) . Credit: Librarry of Congress.

Most o
of these teechnical approaches
a
s to createe mimetic film coloors are ba
ased on
inventiions in thee field of sttill photog
graphy and
d split the color specctrum into two or
three sspectral ban
nds. Howeever it turn
ned out th
hat the high
h frame raate of film with
w 16
ade the traanslation from still photograph
p
hy to film a much
to 25 frrames per second ma
greaterr challengee than initiially assum
med by inv
ventors. Not only did
d real-timee frame
rates reequire sho
ort exposu
ure times, w
which con
nflicted with the slow
w film sto
ock, but
they allso requireed compleex solution
ns in recorrding and/
/or projecttion, whicch went
againstt the film in
ndustry’s quest
q
for sstandardiza
ation and simplicity.
s
In the lon
ng run it
turned
d out that cinema
c
ow
wners weree the most conservatiive group, strictly op
pposing
compleex projection system
ms that werre confined
d to the sccreening off one singlle color
processs.
A classification for mimettic film co
olor processes as prroposed on
n the Tim
meline of
Historiccal Film Coolors, based
ous work by E.J. Wa
d on previo
all (1925), A
Adrian Co
ornwellClyne (1951), Ro
oderick T. Ryan (19777), Gert Koshofer
K
(1988)
(
and
d others, makes
m
a
fundam
mental disttinction beetween add
ditive and subtractive
e processess. Additivee colors
are admixtures of
o colored
d light, eitther by sim
multaneou
us or sequ
uential pro
ojection.
Subtracctive colorrs, on thee other haand, filter the colorrs through
h layers of
o dyed
emulsiion.
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It is ev
vident thaat this sho
ort paper cannot do
o justice to
o the man
ny processses and
solutio
ons inventeed during the coursee of film history. The
erefore thee paper wiill focus
on som
me significaant inventions that w
were formattive for the
e field.
Kinemacolor, inttroduced in
i 1908, w
was among
g the firstt mimetic color systtems to
becomee commercially succcessful (Haanssen 200
06, Jackson
n 2011, MccKernan 2013).
2
It
was an
n additive two-colorr process tthat captu
ured two records
r
peer image through
t
rotatin
ng red and
d green filters on bl ack-and-w
white film. Thus the two recorrds per
frame were captured successively, an arrang
gement ca
alled temp
poral parallax. In
n through
h rotating red and
d green fiilters—the slight teemporal
projecttion—again
deviatiion betweeen the two images cau
used colorr fringes.

F
Figure
3 Red and green rotary ffilters in Kinem
macolor. Credit:: Brian Pritcharrd.

A second path in
n additive color systeems was based
b
on th
he principlle that the human
eye is able to create a colo
or impresssion by merging
m
collored dots adjacent to each
other iff they are small enou
ugh. Pointiillist paintings in the
e late 19th ccentury ma
ade use
of this psycho-physical inssight. Phottographic color proccesses soon
n followed
d, most
notably
y the Auto
ochrome process by the Lumièère brotherrs who useed colored
d potato
starch grains in red,
r
green and blue to create a small-sca
ale colored
d mosaic sttructure
16

on pho
otographicc glass pla
ates (Lavé drine / Gandolfo
G
2009).
2
Simiilarly Duffaycolor
consistted of red, green and
d blue linees, crossing
g each othe
er and arraanged diagonally
on the film’s basee through which thee black and
d white em
mulsion waas exposed. It was
one off the moree successfful color p
processes of the 1930s, used for instan
nce for
docum
mentaries (B
Brown 200
02), for am
mateur film
ms, and also
a
for Leen Lye’s abstract
a
animattions.

F
Figure
4 Photom
micrograph of D
Dufaycolor (lefft). Credit: Silvaana Konermannn.
Duffaycolor samplee (right). Creditt: National Scieence and Media Museum Bradf
dford.

Subtracctive proccesses fina
ally won the quesst for viab
ble and ssustainablee color
processses. Technicolor struggled for aalmost two
o decades to
t invent a successfu
ul threecolor p
process (Laayton / Pieerce 2015, F
Flueckigerr 2018). Aftter a brief period of success
with th
he Techniccolor No. IIII two-colo
or process in the late
e 1920s and
d early 193
30s, the
company undersstood the rules
r
of th
he game and
a
domin
nated colorr film prod
duction
he three-strrip processs Technicollor No. IV for almostt two decaades between 1935
with th
and 19953. The company offered a workflo
ow that was
w
strictlly controllled by
Techniicolor inclu
uding thee company
y’s Color Advisory Service tthat oversaw the
creation of the fillms’ color schemes.
s
Three black-and
d-white film
m negativ
ves were run throu
ugh the sp
pecial and
d bulky
h a beam ssplitter. Frrom the
Techniicolor cameera simultaneously aand exposeed through
three b
black and white sep
parations m
matrices were
w
create
ed by hard
dening thee silver
contain
ning parts through a tanning p
process whiile the softt parts of th
he emulsio
on were
eliminaated to forrm wash-o
off reliefs ffor the dy
ye-transfer printing iin the subtractive
primarries yellow
w, cyan, and
d magenta (Ball 1935).
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Figure 5 Yellow, magen
nta and cyan arre printed in thhe dye-transfer process
p
to form the color imagee in Technicolor No. IV.
Gert Koshofer Collection.
C
Credit: G

This esssentially mechanical
m
l process w
was elimin
nated by ch
hromogeniic film stoccks that
began to emergee in the la
ate 1930s, ffor professional film
m productiion first with
w
the
positiv
ve-negativee process Agfacolor,
A
later follow
wed by Ea
astmancoloor, Fuji Co
olor and
many d
derivativess of Agfaco
olor.
In chro
omogenic film stock
ks the thrree subtracctive dyess are embeedded in several
emulsiion layers in
i the form
m of coupleers that aree then deve
eloped in th
he lab to fo
orm the
c
cloud
ds while th
he silver is eliminate
ed by bleaaching (Heeckman
image through color
2013, R
Ryan 19777). Chromo
ogenic film
ms’ successs in overrcoming th
he domina
ance of
Techniicolor was due largely to the eliimination of the dem
manding sh
hooting con
ntrolled
by Tech
hnicolor th
hat requireed not only
y the heavy
y Technico
olor cameraa, but also special
operato
ors provid
ded by the company. By contra
ast chromo
ogenic film
m stocks weere shot
in norrmal cameeras. The complexitty was sh
hifted aw
way from the site of
o film
producction into highly specialized
s
d compan
nies for th
he chemiccally dem
manding
producction of film
m stocks, while dev
velopment of the cam
mera negattives and printing
p
of one coompany to
of the positives were tran
nsferred frrom the monopoly
m
o many
competing film laabs.
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Figure 6 Layeers in chromogeenic film stock.

A
Aestheticcs
Material Aesthetics and
d the Concep
pt of Faktura

Depend
ding on th
he technical foundatio
on and inffluenced by
y culturallyy defined notions
of colo
or harmoniies and color conven
ntions, aesthetic pattterns of film
e
m colors evolved
over tim
me.
Several aspects need
n
to bee addressed
d in the co
omplex top
pic of film
m color aessthetics,
but thee most imp
portant con
ncept for tthe investiigation is related
r
to the interacction of
the maaterial foun
ndation of a color fillm stock with
w
choice
es made foor the selecction of
specificc hues and
d materialss in cinemaatography,, productio
on and cosstume design. The
term m
material aessthetics foccuses on tthis intera
action betw
ween film
m stocks’ material
m
properrties and th
he color aeesthetics in
n a given group of films
f
produ
duced on th
his film
stock. This conceept proposes a feed
dback loop
p between the techni
nical and material
m
possibiilities and limitation
ns with th
he mise-en--scène including im
mage composition,
lighting
g, and the material properties
p
o
of costumees, objects and
a locatioons.
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Figure 7 One of the earliest Agfacolor films
f
<Münchh
hausen The Adventures of Baron
B
Munchaausen, 1943> ( Josef von
Báky), copyrigght Murnau Fooundation (left)
an
nd the later Agffacolor film <Le
ea aus dem Sü
üden, 1963> (G
Gottfried Kolditz), copyright D
DEFA Foundation.

Therefo
ore, the greeatest caree has to be given to th
he color refference forr the investtigation.
While ffor practiccal reasons it is necesssary to ressort to digiitized film
ms on DVD or Bluray, it iis mandato
ory to inveestigate an
nd documeent historiccal film priints as a reeference
to und
derstand th
he materiall aestheticss of variou
us color prrocesses an
nd corresp
ponding
historiccal film sto
ocks.
Material aesthetiics is exteended by the concep
pt of faktu
ura, establi
lished in Russian
R
formalism in thee 1920s. Fa
aktura den
notes the interaction between a carrier and
a
the
c
in layers, in
ncluding binders
b
and film eemulsions. More
applicaation of colors
specificcally, it deescribes th
he three-diimensionall arrangem
ment of thee differentt layers
presen
nt in a film
m stock as well as th
he images’ texture created
c
byy film grain
ns, dye
clouds,, patches of colorss or brussh strokes. Many aesthetic
a
ffeatures such
s
as
translu
ucency, im
mage resolu
ution, rend
dition of details,
d
con
ntrast rend
dition are directly
d
linked to a materrial’s fakturra.
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Figure 8 Faktura in vvarious hand an
nd stencil coloreed films.

The co
oncept hass gained increasing
g significa
ance in lig
ght of currrent digittization
practicces. Not on
nly do they
y often dissregard thee characterristics of faaktura, butt by the
inheren
nt process of scannin
ng they red
duce the th
hree-dimen
nsional stru
ucture of a film to
a two-dimension
nal renditio
on of a film
m’s imagee. As menttioned on several occcasions
kiger 2012)), this redu
uction mu
ust be disccussed witth the dich
hotomy
(see, e.g., Flueck
betweeen imago (iimage) and
d strutturaa (structure) propose
ed by Ces are Brandi in his
Theory of Restorattion (Brand
di 1963), beecause every digitiza
ation is a siingle readiing of a
film element und
der certain
n condition
ns and thu
us severs the
t image from its material
m
y (Flueckiiger et al. 2020
foundaation, threeatening a cinemattic work’ss integrity
[forthcoming]).
Color Scheemes and Color Contrastts

Color perception
n is relatio
onal in maany ways. It depen
nds on thee highly complex
interacction of colors—often
n referred to as colo
or harmon
nies or coloor contrastts—and
also reelates to culturally
c
defined n
norms and
d preferen
nces at a given perriod. In
opposiition to heermeneuticc interpretaation, the aesthetics of colors focuses on
o their
sensory
y appeal as
a an artisstic meanss of expresssion, and not on soome questtionable
meanin
ng loosely and arbitrrarily defin
ned by cu
ulturally established cconvention
ns such

21

as red for love or aggressio
on, green ffor envy or
o hope, white for in
nnocence, etc.
e (see
ussion of co
olor meanin
ngs).
Eco 19885 for a criitical discu

Figure 9 Three-dimen
nsional structurre (struttura) (ttop) vs. two-dim
mensional imag
ge capture (imaggo) (bottom), ceemented
Tecchnicolor No. III with typical reeflection properrties.

By coloor scheme we
w understtand the orrganization of speciffic colors w
within a frrame or
film seequence. It
I includess the relaationship between
b
colors
c
relaated to the three
dimenssions of hu
ue, saturattion and liightness. Hue
H is defiined by a ccolor’s ang
gle in a
color w
wheel, for instance
i
reed, blue, grreen or yellow. Saturation is reelated to a color’s
chromaa and pu
urity. Ligh
htness deenotes thee perceive
ed brightn
ness of a color.
Depend
ding on th
he color sy
ystem thesee dimensio
ons either form a con
ne, as in th
he HSV
model,, or more complex
c
no
on-linear sspaces, as in
i perceptu
ually unifoorm system
ms such
as the Munsell Color Treee (Munselll 1919) orr the CIE L*a*b* (C
CIE LAB) system
introdu
uced by thee Commisssion intern
nationale de
d l’éclairag
ge CIE in 11976.
22

Figu
ure 10 Munselll color system w
with the dimenssions value (ligh
htness) and chrroma.

A typo
ology of co
olor schem
mes describ
bes them in
n a consiste
ent way byy considerring the
relation
nships betw
ween colorrs, the pro
operties and the num
mbers of collors presen
nt in an
image or sequencce.
x

Monochrom
me color scchemes con
nsist of on
nly one hu
ue in differrent shadees along
the saturaation scale. They aare domin
nant in tiinted or ttoned film
ms and
increasing
gly again in
i certain genres fro
om the 19
980s onwaard when colored
illuminatio
on or colored filters were appllied, as is often the ccase in thee works
23

of

cinem
matographeer

Sławom
mir

Idzia
ak,

and

then

aggain

in

digital

cinematog
graphy as for
f instancee in <BLAD
DE RUNNER 2049, 2017
7>.

Figure 11
1 Monochrome color scheme in <BLADE RUNNER 2049, 201
17> (Denis Villleneuve)

x

Restrictive color scheemes makee use of only a small numberr of hues, most
m
of
which aree also ratheer unsaturrated earth
h tones. Fo
or decadess, restrictiv
ve color
schemes were
w
toutted for ‘ttasteful’ use
u
of colors in fillm, famou
usly by
Technicolo
or’s leading color con
nsultant Natalie Kalm
mus (Kalm
mus 1935).

Figurre 12 Restrictivve color scheme in <THE LIFE A
AND DEATH OF
F COLONEL BLIM
MP, 1943> (Miichael Powell; Emeric
E
Pressburger).
P
Crredit: British Fiilm Institute BF
FI.

x

Gaudy or hyperchrom
me color sschemes combine
c
a higher nu
number of colors,
m
than three
t
distin
nct, often saturated colors. Hyyperchrom
me color
usually more
schemes differ
d
from
m merely g
gaudy onees by clash
hing contrrasts of sa
aturated
hues. Rareely do gaudy or hypeerchrome color schem
mes extend
d over a fu
ull film;
most often
n they are constraineed to eitherr specific milieus,
m
fan
ntastic wo
orlds, or
narrative climaxes
c
an
nd musicaal numberss.
24

Figuree 13 Hyperchroome color schem
me in <GENTLEM
MEN PREFER BLONDES
L
, 1953> (Howard Haw
wks). Credit: Libbrary of
Congress.

Color ccontrasts arre closely related to color sch
hemes. The
ey describee relationsships of
colors with regarrd to a corrrespondin
ng color sy
ystem, often
n with a n
normative ideal
i
of
‘good’,, ‘tasteful’ or ‘harmonious’ colo
or combina
ations. Normative asssumption
ns about
color h
harmonies date back to Aristotlle with a sp
piritual dim
mension th
hat persisteed from
Johann
n Wolfgan
ng von Go
oethe’s Farrbenlehre (G
Goethe 18
808) to Baauhaus arttist and
theorettician Johannes Itten’’s typology
y of color contrasts
c
(IItten 1970)..

Fiigure 14 Johann
nes Itten's Farbbstern (color staar).
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Based on his Faarbstern (co
olor star), Itten proposed eight differen
nt types of
o color
o which are
a related to spatial arrangeme
ents in imaage compo
ositions,
contrassts, seven of
while ssuccessive contrasts take
t
the tem
mporal deevelopment of colors into accou
unt. Not
all of tthese contrasts havee the samee significan
nce for film
m aesthetiics. Thereffore the
followiing list con
ncentrates only on the
he most perrvasive typ
pes:
x

Cold-warm
m contrast combines colors th
hat are associated with notiions of
temperatu
ure, usually
y blue to b
blue-green
n vs. red to
o orange, bbut also co
ool pink
combined with warm
m red.

Figure 15 Cold-warm con
ntrast in <WESST SIDE STORY, 1961> (Jeromee Robbins; Robeert Wise). Crediit: Academy Fillm Archive.

x

Complemen
ntary contraasts are deefined as hues
h
located at an an
ngle of 180° in the
color star or
o the HSV
V model. T
The compleementary contrast haas always been
b
the
strongest of all contrasts, based on
n physiolo
ogical fou
undations where
ng adapta
ation crea
ate an aftter-image in the
inhibitory processes followin
complemeentary hue. For exam
mple, if you
u focus on a red dot ffor a certaiin time,
a green do
ot appears when the red dot is taken awa
ay. Entire fi
films are ba
ased on
mainly reed-green co
ombination
ns, such as
a <LE

FAB
BULEUX DE
ESTIN D’AMELIE
M
DE

MONTMAR
RTRE AMELIE
E, 2001> orr, more dar
ringly, <DICK TRACY, 1990>.
x

Saturation contrast iss defined b
by colors in
i varying
g degrees oof saturatiion that
direct thee spectatorrs’ eyes to
o the satu
urated ima
age areas. Often th
he most
saturated colors are attributed
d to the fem
male prota
agonist and
d direct atttention
to her app
pearance.
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Itten established his typology with a normatiive intention to iden
ntify and suggest
s
n color design. Such
h normativ
ve reasonin
ng surviveed for decades in
‘good’ choices in
filmmaaking and criticism
c
fo
or and agaainst certain
n uses in co
olor films.

Figure 166 Red and green
n complementarry contrast in <
<THE ADVENTU
URES OF ROBIN HOOD, 1938> (Michael Curtiiz; William
Keighleey), saturation contrast in <M
MOULIN ROUGEE, 1952> ( John Huston). Credit: UCLA Film
m & Television Archive.
A

Textures, Patterns,
P
and
d Surfaces

Color aappearancee is not con
nfined to tthe dimenssions of hu
ue, saturatioon, and lig
ghtness.
Surfacee propertiees and sm
mall-scale v
variations matter
m
as much as cchoices of certain
colors o
or color co
ombination
ns. As outliined in thee section on materiall aestheticss above,
there iis a feedbaack loop between
b
m
material prroperties of
o film stoocks produ
uced in
certain
n technical color proccesses and material properties
p
of the worrld in fron
nt of the
cameraa.
The use of patterrns—variattions of surrface colorrs—not onlly follows trends in fashion,
f
d design bu
ut also rela
ates closely
y to film sttocks’ spattial resoluttion and ab
bility to
art and
render such detaails in a co
onvincing manner. As
A outline
ed in an eaarlier pub
blication
(Flueck
kiger 2018)), Technico
olor’s dye--transfer prrocess had
d difficultiees in repro
oducing
small-sscale color variationss due to th
he process’’ highly vu
ulnerable rregistration
n of the
three ccolor separrations in printing. Such prob
blems werre absent w
when threee color
layers w
were preseent in the film
f
stock and expossed simulta
aneously aas in chrom
mogenic
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stocks. As film restorer Anke
A
Mebo
old noticeed, in early Agfacollor films there
t
is
male characcter wearin
ng a dresss with a tiny pattern
n in the primary
p
invariaably a fem
colors of red, grreen, and blue.
b
Tweeed with itts small strructure in
n adjacent, mostly
uitous in m
men’s costum
mes used in
i Technicoolor films.
desaturrated colorrs is ubiqu
But an
n abundan
nce of pa
atterns an
nd materia
al details is also p
present in
n some
monocchrome collor schemees of tinted
d and toned
d films. Th
his trend iss certainly related
to the p
period’s prreference for
f ornameents (Echlee 2018) in Art
A Déco aand Jugend
dstil. In
Cecil B
B. DeMille’s early tintted and to
oned films, often com
mbined with
h artful inttertitles
in the demandin
ng Handsch
hiegl proceess, the ex
xcessive usse of highly
ly varied material
m
combin
nations of shimmery,
s
, shiny, spaarkling ma
aterials witth fur and feathers en
nriched
the orn
nate imagee composittions. Simiilarly, in th
he 1920s stencil
s
coloored films tended
increassingly to th
he display
y of color v
variations in costume and inteerior design
n, most
notably
y in fashion
n films, tho
ough also in documeentaries an
nd feature ffilms.

Figure 177 An abundancee of surface varriations and pattterns in the tin
nted film <THE WOMAN GOD F ORGOT, 1917>
> (Cecil B.
DeM
Mille) (left). Creddit: George Easttman Museum,, and subtle dettails in a stencill colored fashionn film (right). Credit:
C
National
N
Sciencee and Media Museum
M
Bradforrd.

Texturees differ from
f
patterns by theeir three-d
dimensiona
al structuree. They arre often
associaated with desaturated
d
d earth ton
nes in cozy
y, rural env
vironmentss, wooden cabins,
brick aand stone walls, or as
a contrastt to uneassy encountters with rrough surffaces in
rocky landscapees or on rubble
r
and
d pebbles.. Invariablly texturees address haptic
percep
ption.
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Analysis
There are several ways in which the research team performs aesthetic and material
analysis of film colors.
At the core of the methods applied in the ERC Advanced Grant Film Colors there is a
computer-assisted workflow that combines manual video annotation and analysis
performed with a controlled vocabulary and a set of relational databases with deep
learning tools (Flueckiger et al. 2017, Flueckiger 2017, Flueckiger / Halter 2018,
Halter et al. 2019 [in press]).
It is based on neo-formalist film analysis and historical poetics as introduced by
Kristin Thompson (1988) and David Bordwell (1989). The analysis aims at
identifying shifting aesthetic patterns in a large corpus of 400 films produced
between 1895 and 1995 to gain a deep understanding of the relationship between
film color technology and aesthetics. The method will be presented in more detail in
the next paragraph.
A second approach targets the material analysis and documentation of historical color
film stocks. This type of investigation is executed by Giorgio Trumpy and combines
spectrophotometry with multi-spectral imaging, colorimetry and image processing
(Trumpy / Flueckiger 2018 and 2019). On the one hand, such measurements aim at
the identification of historical film prints. Therefore, the results of these
measurements are included in the Timeline of Historical Film Colors to enable film
archivists and restorers to do their assessments based on this information. On the
other hand, such material analysis is an important part in understanding materialaesthetic properties based on scientific insights about material composition and
physical properties. Finally, these investigations provide important basic research
for the digitization and restoration of analog film materials, most importantly faded
chromogenic stocks.
Video Annotation and Computer-assisted Analysis

Digital methods in humanities, in short digital humanities, are increasingly applied
for the investigation of art works, although linguistic analysis remains the main
application area of digital tools for research in the humanities. In general, digital
humanities approaches remain sparse in the field of audio-visual analysis and even
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more sso when aesthetic
a
in
nvestigatio
ons come into
i
play (see
(
Stutz 2017, Hefftberger
2018, O
Olesen 2016 for overv
views). No
ot only aree these com
mplex areaas of investtigation
that neeed human
n interventiion to prod
duce mean
ningful resu
ults, but m
moving ima
ages are
also mu
uch more data-intens
d
sive than ttext or still images.
Several video an
nnotation tools were establisheed in the past
p
(see G
Gruber et al.
a 2009,
ueckiger 20
017, Melgaar et al. 2018). How
wever, man
ny of them
m were
Giunti 2014, Flu
abando
oned after the end of
o research
h projects, creating a slump in
n 2015 wheen ERC
Advan
nced Gran
nt FilmColoors started
d. The tea
am set ou
ut with an
n existing
g video
annotaation tool, ELAN (htttps://tla.m
mpi.nl/too
ols/tla-tools/elan/), for the teemporal
segmen
ntation of the films to
t be analy
yzed. Soon
n it became
e obvious tthat this so
oftware,
althoug
gh highly sophisticat
s
ted, did no
ot cover essential nee
eds of audiio-visual analyses
a
becausse it was in
nitially created for sp
peech anallysis. Therefore, in ccollaboratio
on with
the Un
niversity of
o Zurich’ss Visualizaation and MultiMed
dia Lab (V
VMML) of Renato
Pajarolla, team member
m
Gaudenz
G
H
Halter developed the
t
visual annotatio
on and
analysiis tool VIA
AN (Flueck
kiger / Hallter 2018, Halter
H
et al.. 2019 [in p
press]).

Figure 18 Scrreenshot of the video
v
annotatioon and colorimeetry in VIAN, developed
d
by Gaaudenz Halter.

In the eestablished
d workflow
w, first thee films werre tempora
ally segmeented in th
he video
annotaation tool according
a
to the con
nsistency of
o color scchemes. Th
he resultin
ng data
were tthen impo
orted into an analy
ysis datab
base and manually annotated
d by a
controllled vocabu
ulary that consisted of 1,200 iteems includ
ding the deescription of
o hues.
All thee concepts were defiined and illlustrated in a glossary databaase. Filmog
graphic
inform
mation wass listed in
n a corpu
us databasse. As me
entioned earlier, alll these
databaases were connected
c
with each
h other in a relation
nal databasse architeccture. A
massiv
ve amount of data reesulted from
m these an
nalyses of a corpus oof 414 film
ms, with
17,000 segments,, 170,000 screenshotts and mo
ore than 500,000
5
sum
mmations. These
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database structures and results are now implemented in VIAN for the evaluation
and visualization of the data.
Figure–Ground Separation with Deep Learning Tools

Relationships between characters and their environment are one of the most
significant and persistent topics for the analysis of film color aesthetics, predated by
considerations of these relationships in art history at the fin-de-siècle and in the early
20th century, for instance in the works of Adolf Hildebrand or Alois Riegl
(Schweinitz 2016). Color attribution, color relationships as discussed in section Color
Schemes and Color Contrasts, image composition and lighting form the basis of
corresponding aesthetic features to create spatial impressions in two-dimensional
representations in images and films. Movement is an additional time-and-spacerelated

parameter

that

moderates

figure–ground

relationships

and

their

choreography in mise-en-scène.
Therefore, one of the fundamental features of VIAN is the automatic extraction of
characters from the background. Early in 2017, the research team set out to establish
deep learning tools for this task (Flueckiger et al. 2017), based on the object
recognition software YOLO (Redmon et al. 2015). YOLO creates bounding boxes
around the identified characters and objects and labels them verbally. In the pipeline
programmed by Noyan Evirgen it was connected to a depth estimation algorithm
(Ha 2016) to extract the characters aided by GrabCut (Rother et al. 2004).
Confronted with the large dataset of the results, this pipeline proved to be too slow.
Therefore Gaudenz Halter resorted to semantic segmentation (Zhao et al. 2016) that
also provides subsegmentation of characters to analyze costumes, hair and skin
tones. Skin tones are of particular interest in the analysis of films, because film color
technologies have always been calibrated in such a way as to render, in particular,
the Caucasian complexion of female protagonists in a convincing way (Dyer 1997).
Visualization

In addition to the database analysis a large range of visualization methods were
developed to produce insights in non-verbal diagrammatic representations. In the
past, different visualization methods for films and artworks were established, see for
instance the approaches by Lev Manovich (2012 and 2015), Everardo Reyes-García
(2014, 2017), Lindsay M. King and Peter S. Leonard (2017). Frederic Brodbeck (2011)
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extractted color palettes
p
witth K-mean
ns and plottted them in circles w
with his so
oftware
Cinemetrics. Kev
vin Ferguso
on (2013 an
nd 2016) created bea
autiful rend
ditions of films
f
in
summaary visualiizations. Several film
m scholars applied existing
e
ap
pproaches such
s
as
ImageJJ (Ross 2007) and Im
magePlot (Manovich
h 2013) fo
or the visu
ualization of film
colors, see for insstance Adeelheid Hefttberger (20
018) and Christian Goosvig Olessen et al.
(2016).

Figure 19 Figure–groundd separation exeecuted by Noyaan Evirgen.

The methods im
mplemented
d in VIAN
N go beyon
nd these esstablished methods both in
vel of detaiil and in th
he scope off the visua
alizations. They
T
perfoorm a colorimetry
the lev
to con
nsider subttle develo
opments off film collor aesthettics on th
he level off single
screensshots, tem
mporal segm
ments, and
d on corpu
us level co
onnected too specific queries
with on
ne or moree concepts defined in
n the contro
olled vocab
bulary.
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Figure 20 Visualization in VIAN forr the query “dreeam sequences”
”, 1895–1930, ddot plot.

Visualiizations arre created in such a way that they rende
er visual iimpression
ns in an
n visual perception in
immed
diate fashio
on and true to human
i the percceptually uniform
u
CIE LA
AB color sy
ystem.

Figure 21 Tem
mporal developm
ment of the coloor distribution in
i single films.

Tempo
oral develo
opments in films arre plotted correspon
nding to ssaturation levels,
chromaa, hue or lightness.. On the ccorpus lev
vel, simila
ar plots diisplay diachronic
developments in selected periods,
p
agaain for satu
uration, ch
hroma, huee or lightneess.
Most im
mportantly
y, all the visualizatio
on methodss include figure–grou
und separa
ation as
discusssed in the previous
p
section.
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All of the methods are increasingly not only integrated in the VIAN software but are
also becoming part of the VIAN WebApp. This interactive online portal is currently
in development by Silas Weber and again Gaudenz Halter. It enables external users
to work with the tools and to upload the results to the WebApp where they are
processed by cloud computing to create the visualizations established in VIAN. In
fall 2019 there will be an exhibition about film colors at the Fotomuseum Winterthur.
An additional app is being programmed for this exhibition that connects the exhibits
to the Timeline of Historical Film Colors and to visualizations created in VIAN. Thus an
ever-growing FilmColors ecosystem is evolving.
All these methods of analysis and visualization are developed with film colors as a
test bed. Further film-related research questions and plug-ins can be easily
integrated into VIAN.
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